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English Paper Piecing 

English Paper Pieced quilts have been found dating back as far as the early 1700s; with the 

oldest quilt of this kind made in the United States dated around 1807 – 1813.  This method is a 

hand sewing technique, used to maximize accuracy when piecing complex angles together.  A 

paper shape is cut with the exact dimensions of the desired piece.  Fabric is then basted to the 

paper shape.  Adjacent units are then placed face to face and the seam is whip stitched together.  

When a given piece is completely surrounded by all the adjacent shapes, the basting thread is cut, 

and the basting and the paper shape are removed. It is often used to piece small shapes with 

precision. 

                 

 
 

Back of an old quilt in the State Museum of 

Pennsylvania 
 

 

During America’s Pioneer days, "paper" quilting became very popular. Interestingly, paper was 

scarce in early America and women often saved letters, newspaper clippings and catalog pages to 

create patterns.  In many cases, paper templates were not removed from the quilt, the paper 

serving a dual purpose of both pattern and insulator.  These paper templates are also important 

pieces of history - papers found in old quilts have preserved first-hand glimpses into pioneer life! 

It should be noted that a lot of the older paper was thicker and generally stiffer – a modern 

equivalent is card stock.  Another favourite to use besides old greeting cards, is the paper from 

old catalogues.  

In recent years this technique has been updated using modern conveniences (pre-cut paper pieces 

and fabrics, acrylic templates, fabric glues etc.) but the basic procedure is the same.  While the 

hexagon (now referred to as a “hexi”) is the shape most commonly associated with EPP, many 

other shapes are used – half hexagon, elongated hexagons, clam shell, triangles, pentagons, etc.   

Procedure 

Cutting: Cut fabrics into strips at least a ½ inch wider than the shape.  Place the paper shapes on 

the back of the fabric allowing sufficient seam allowance (~¼ inch) between each shape. Pin in 

place and cut the fabric around each paper piece.  Note: fabric may be “fussy cut” to increase the 

interest of the block; a clear plastic or acrylic template makes this easier.  At least one straight 

edge on the paper template should be placed along the grain of the fabric. 
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Basting: Fold the fabric over the edges – finger press and start to anchor in place with a basting 

stitch (basting stitch goes through the fabric and the paper), move the next straight edge and fold 

over the fabric making sure the corner is sharp and anchor in place with more basting stitches.  

Continue around the shape in the same direction until the fabric is secured on all sides. The 

modern update of this process is to use water-soluble fabric glue placing a small amount of glue 

on the shape and folding the fabric over it one side at a time.   

Joining: Place right sides together and carefully line the two sides that require joining together.  

Use a whip stitch to sew the edges together- make sure the corners match exactly and are secured 

firmly.  Take only the very edge of the fabric and do not go into the paper with your needle.  

Continue joining all the edges required and adding more shapes to finish the final design. 

Do NOT remove the paper until you have finished joining all the pieces in the design.  If 

appliqueing the finished design to the background leave the papers in the outer row and remove 

each paper as you start to stitch it down.  Some teachers recommend using a fine polyester thread 

since it is less likely to wear when being constantly pulled against the paper.  Note: the paper 

templates may be re-used.  

REFERENCES: 

On-line: huge amounts of information - the first 3 are the best I have found, 4 & 5 are for supplies 

1. Sue Daley is an EPP specialist and I think her tips are amazing.  Check her on-line 

tutorials – they are EXCELLENT!  Go to her website www.suedaleydesigns.com  for 

links to the You Tube tutorials 

2. Leah Day – working with ¼ inch hexies – yes it is possible!! 

Part 1 - Designing with tiny hexagons  

Part 2 - Turning Hexagon Edges  

Part 3 - Connecting Hexagons 

3. Mickey Depre – takes hexies to the next level -

https://craftsy.com/ext/LeahDay_piecedhexies33  

4. To download shapes to your computer for a modest price go to https://InstantPiecing.com  

Allows you to print various shapes (hexagon, half hexi, square, ½ square, 6pt diamond, 

8pt diamond, triangle, octagon, church window, elongated church window, irregular 

pentagon, pentagon and kite), in 05, 1, 1.5 and 2 inch sizes.   

5. www.PaperPieces.com for acrylic templates, paper pieces, patterns and more 

6. www.moxyideas.com for info and free downloadable templates  

Books: 

1. Bellino, Vicki “English Paper Piecing – Fresh New Quilts from Bloom Creek”. 

Published by That Patchwork Place. 2012 

2. Daley, Sue “New English Paper Piecing: A Faster Approach to a Traditional Favorite” 

(our library has this). 

3. Huff, Jaynette “Quilts from Grandmother’s Garden”. Published by That Patchwork 

Place 2012  

http://www.suedaleydesigns.com/
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=AHM_E&m=K4q2Vyp5HhRjkT&b=pdeQUJZOLGh_e1fnZDzErg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=AHM_E&m=K4q2Vyp5HhRjkT&b=YuPWg3A3Ccr7.n0QhdvmQg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=AHM_E&m=K4q2Vyp5HhRjkT&b=RKncUhxVrVYIFPR7nIYUrQ
https://craftsy.com/ext/LeahDay_piecedhexies33
https://instantpiecing.com/
http://www.paperpieces.com/
http://www.moxyideas.com/
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Christmas Ornament Designs 

 

 
 
 
 
The ornaments are double 
sided - make two and whip 
stitch them together along the 
side seams.  Leave in the paper 
to add substance. 
 
You can make whatever sizes 
you desire just make sure the 
basic shapes are all the same 
size. 
To add interest especially the 
stars you can add stuffing to the 
centre, and if your centre is not 
perfect add decorative buttons 
or sequins 

 

 
 
 
 
The hexie ornament can be 
made with or without a centre 
block, I have seen examples 
with a little bell hung in the 
centre 

The above patterns with paper pieces can be obtained from www.PaperPieces.com 

 

 

 

 

http://www.paperpieces.com/

